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Structural and electronic properties of M@C60 (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu or Zn) were studied via the density
functional BPW91/DNP level of theory. Minimal energy structures for each endohedral metallofullerene
were obtained. Hybridizations were found between the Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni 3d valence orbitals and the C60

cage orbitals, while none were found between the Cu and Zn orbitals and the C60 cage orbitals. These find-
ings were obtained with the preferential position of the metal atom inside the fullerene cage. Mn@C60,

Fe@C60, Co@C60, and Cu@C60 endohedral metallofullerenes present a paramagnetic behavior.
� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Metals encapsulated by fullerene cages (endohedral metallo-
fullerenes) have attracted special attention as a new class of tech-
nologically relevant materials due to their combined fullerene-like
and metallic properties [1]. This kind of fullerenes has potential
applications in diverse fields ranging from medicine to electronics
and quantum computing [1–5].

Contrary to expectation, the abundance of endohedral fuller-
enes obtained by conventional methods of fullerene synthesis (la-
ser and arc vaporization) is higher than C60 and C70 [2] (e.g.
La2@C80, Sc3@C84, etc.). However, it has been possible to obtain
macroscopic amounts of C60–based endofullerenes by other meth-
ods such as ion implantation [6]. Typically, the elements that can
be trapped inside fullerenes are those within the groups 1–4, 15
and 18 of the periodic table [7].

To the best of our knowledge, there are only a few reports on
the synthesis (or attempts to synthesize) and characterization of
unconventional endofullerenes with late 3d transition metals
(groups 7–12 of the periodic table) [7–18]. Also, recently some
companies have started to produce and commercialize some of this
new endohedral metallofullerenes [16–19]. However, more studies
are needed to get a better understanding of their properties and
hence to elucidate their potential applications. This is the motiva-
tion for performing the calculations presented in this letter.
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2. Calculation details

Full geometry optimizations and total energy calculations were
performed with the DFT-based program package DMol3 [20,21] at
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) density functional
BPW91 [22,23] level of theory with the double numerical atomic
orbital basis set plus polarization functions (DNP). We choose the
BPW91 functional because of its well tested good performance
[24–27], and also because the large dimension of the systems
makes the use of higher order theoretical approaches such as the
second-order many-body perturbation method (MP2) or the con-
figuration interaction (CI) method, unfeasible [28].

In order to find the preferential position of the metal atom in-
side the C60 cage, five initial positions were considered: (1) in the
center of the cage, M@C60

c; (2) on top of a hexagonal face,
M@C60

h; (3) on top of a pentagonal face, M@C60
p; (4) on top of

the bond sheared by two hexagonal faces, M@C60
h/h; and (5) on

top of the bond sheared by a pentagonal face and a hexagonal
one, M@C60

h/p. Full geometry optimization was performed for each
of these five conformations and for each of the six endofullerenes.

Mulliken [29] and Hirshfeld [30] population analysis schemes
have been used to determine the charge and spin states of the me-
tal atoms located inside the C60 cage. Although Mulliken analysis is
the most commonly used scheme, it has been found that it is
strongly dependent on the basis set and may fail in describing
charge distribution. Therefore, we also carried out Hirshfield anal-
ysis, which is almost completely insensitive to improvement of the
basis set and yields chemically meaningful charges [31–33]. Our
results show that both population analysis schemes predict almost
the same charge and spin state for each endohedral atom.
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3. Results and discussions

3.1. Minimal energy structures

After full geometry optimization calculations, two stable con-
formations were found for Mn@C60 and Fe@C60: one with the metal
atom on the center of the C60 cage (M@C60

c), and the other with the
metal atom on top of a hexagonal face (M@C60

h). The energy of the
Mn@C60

c conformation is 0.079 eV lower than the Mn@C60
h confor-

mation, whereas the energy of the Fe@C60
h conformation is 0.88 eV

lower than the Fe@C60
c conformation.

For Cu@C60 and Zn@C60 only the conformation with the metal
atom located at the center of the C60 cage was stable (M@C60

c).
However, for Co@C60 and Ni@C60 the five conformations consid-
ered were stable.

In order to probe that the stable conformations found for
each endofullerene are true minimal energy structures, harmonic
vibrational frequencies were calculated [34]. For Mn@C60 and
Fe@C60 only the M@C60

h conformation showed to be a true min-
imal energy structure, because all its vibrational frequencies
have real values. The M@C60

c conformation showed two imagi-
nary vibrational frequencies, so it is not a true minimum but
rather a second order saddle point on the molecular potential
energy surface.

For Cu@C60 and Zn@C60 the unique stable conformation found
with the metal atom located at the center of the C60 cage
(M@C60

c), is also a true minimal energy structure. In the case of
Co@C60 and Ni@C60, two conformations showed to be true minimal
energy structures: one with the metal atom on top of a hexagonal
face (M@C60

h), and the other with the metal atom on top of a pen-
tagonal face (M@C60

p). The energy of the Co@C60
h conformation is

0.31 eV lower than the Co@C60
p conformation, whereas the energy

of the Ni@C60
p conformation is 0.095 eV lower than the Ni@C60

h

conformation.
We found a Fe–C distance of 2.058 Å for the minimal energy

structure of the Fe@C60 molecule, which is in agreement with Pra-
deep et al. [11] who found a Fe–C distance of 2.06 Å by EXAFS mea-
surements. Theoretical calculations by Kowalska et al. [35] and
Tang et al. [36] using semiempirical and DFT methods, respec-
tively, also found that the minimal energy structure of the
Fe@C60 molecule is that with the Fe atom on top of a hexagonal
face of the C60 cage. On the other hand, our finding that the Cu
atom is located in the center of the cage seems to be in disagree-
ment with the ESR measurements of Knapp et al. [8], who found
that the encased copper atom occupies a well-defined off-center
position even at room temperature. However, Elliot et al. [9], after
a better characterization, say that the compound synthesized by
Knapp et al., may not really be the endohedral metallofullerene
Cu@C60 but a Cu(II) dithiocarbamate.

DFT molecular dynamics simulations [37], at VWN/DNP level of
theory [38], were carried out to verify the stability of endohedral
metallofullerenes studied at room temperature. All dynamics sim-
ulations started with the metal atom at the center of the fullerene
cage.

While Mn and Fe atoms moved from the center towards one
hexagonal face and then bonded to this face, Cu and Zn atoms only
moved around the center but did not bond to any face. These sim-
ulations indicate that the minimal energy structures found for
these four endofullerenes are also the most stable conformations
at room temperature.

In the cases of Co@C60 and Ni@C60, molecular dynamics simula-
tions show that both Co and Ni atoms are freely moving around the
fullerene wall inside the cage at room temperature. This may ex-
plain why we found that the five conformations considered were
stable for both of these endofullerenes.
3.2. Electronic properties

In Table 1 we present the results obtained for the Mulliken and
the Hirshfeld population analysis. Both analysis schemes were cal-
culated for the minimal energy structure of each endofullerene. For
Co@C60 and Ni@C60 two sets of results are presented: one set for
the structure with the metal atom on top of a hexagonal face
(M@C60

h), and another set for the structure with the metal atom
on top of a pentagonal face (M@C60

p).
Both analyses find that there is charge transfer from the Mn, Fe,

Co or Ni atom to the fullerene cage. In these four cases, the charge
transfer amount is less than unity, which is in agreement with the
Mössbauer measurements of Pradeep et al. [11], who found a near-
zero oxidation state for iron inside C60.

In the cases of Cu@C60 and Zn@C60, although the Hirshfeld anal-
ysis finds a slight charge transfer from the metal atom to C60 cage,
the Mulliken analysis finds the inverse situation: a slight charge
transfer from the fullerene cage to the Cu or Zn atom. Nevertheless,
because these are very small values, it seems that in fact there is no
charge transfer from the Cu or Zn atom to the C60 molecule. This
seems to be in disagreement with the ESR measurements of Huang
et al. [7] and Knapp et al. [8], who found that Cu must be in its oxi-
dation state of 2+ (3d9), after transferring two electrons to the C60

cage. But, as we said above, Elliot et al. [9] say that the compound
synthesized by Huang et al. and Knapp et al. may not really be
Cu@C60 but a Cu(II) dithiocarbamate, and this may explain the dis-
agreement between our results and theirs.

The Mulliken analysis also finds intra-atomic charge transfer from
4s to 3d within the Mn, Fe, Co and Ni atoms. For the case of Fe@C60,
this is in agreement with theoretical calculations by Tang et al. [36].
In the case of Cu and Zn atoms the intra-atomic charge transfer is less
appreciable than in the former cases and we can observe that Cu and
Zn 3d and 4s shells remain almost completely filled.

The molecules Mn@C60, Fe@C60, Co@C60 and Cu@C60 have no
zero net spin population and therefore these endohedral metallo-
fullerenes could display a paramagnetic behavior. According to
the Mulliken analysis, in Mn@C60, Fe@C60 and Co@C60 the unpaired
spins are located in the 3d shell of the metal atoms, whereas in
Cu@C60 the unpaired spin corresponds to the 4s orbital. Both pop-
ulation analysis schemes show that Mn@C60, Co@C60 and Cu@C60

are in a doublet spin state, while Fe@C60 is in a triplet spin state.
The paramagnetic behavior found for Fe@C60 is in agreement with
experimental results of Pradeep et al. [11].

The spin states found for Mn@C60 and Fe@C60 are in agreement
with the theoretical work of Lu et al. [39] despite the fact that they
placed the metal atom in the center of the C60 cage to keep the Ih

symmetry. Also, we can observe from our results, that charge
and spin states of Co@C60 and Ni@C60 are practically independent
of the position of the metal atom inside the C60 cage. Unexpectedly,
these findings seem to disagree with the assertion of Lu et al. [40]
who say that the electronic properties of metallofullerenes may
change dramatically with different arrangements of the metal
atom inside the fullerene cage.

Due to this apparent conflict between our results and the exper-
imental measurements of Huang et al. [7] and Knapp et al. [8], we
perform geometry optimization calculations as well as Mulliken
population analysis for Cu@C60 molecule using another well tested
density functional: the BLYP [24] functional with the DNP basis set.
Preliminary results indicate that among the Cu@C60

h, Cu@C60
p and

Cu@C60
c structures, just the Cu@C60

c structure was stable after the
geometry optimization calculations, showing that it is the unique
minimum on the molecular potential energy surface. The per-
formed Mulliken analysis at the BLYP/DNP level of theory for the
Cu@C60

c molecule shows that Cu atom has almost zero net charge
(0.045) and it also has one unpaired electron in the 4s orbital.



Table 1
Mulliken (M) and Hirshfeld (H) charges and spin populations calculated for the minimal energy structure of each endohedral metallofullerene at the BPW91/DNP level of theory

Orbitals in metal atom Mn@C60
h Fe@C60

h Co@C60
h Co@C60

p

Spin up Spin down Net spin Spin up Spin down Net spin Spin up Spin down Net spin Spin up Spin down Net spin

4s 0.12 0.11 0.01 0.12 0.10 0.02 0.12 0.11 0.01 0.12 0.12 0.01
3d 3.47 2.60 0.87 4.53 2.47 2.06 4.67 3.40 1.26 4.50 3.61 0.89
4p 0.17 0.14 0.03 0.18 0.12 0.06 0.18 0.14 0.04 0.16 0.14 0.03

Total ChargeM/H SpinM/H ChargeM/H SpinM/H ChargeM/H SpinM/H ChargeM/H SpinM/H

Metal atom 0.35/0.24 0.90/0.84 0.47/0.23 2.13/2.03 0.34/0.22 1.31/1.28 0.33/0.21 0.92/0.90
Fullerene cage �0.35/�0.25 0.10/0.17 �0.47/-0.23 �0.12/�0.03 �0.34/-0.22 �0.32/�0.28 �0.32/�0.21 0.08/0.10
Endohedral complex 0.00/�0.01 1.0/1.01 0.00/0.00 2.01/2.00 0.00/0.00 0.99/1.00 0.01/0.00 1.00/1.00
Orbitals in metal atom Ni@C60

h Ni@C60
p Cu@C60

c Zn@C60
c

Spin up Spin down Net spin Spin up Spin down Net spin Spin up Spin down Net spin Spin up Spin down Spin up

4s 0.11 0.11 0.0 0.11 0.11 0.00 1.00 0.02 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.00
3d 4.53 4.53 0.0 4.54 4.54 0.00 4.99 4.98 0.01 5.0 5.0 0.00
4p 0.14 0.14 0.0 0.12 0.12 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.00

Total ChargeM/H SpinM/H ChargeM/H SpinM/H ChargeM/H SpinM/H ChargeM/H SpinM/H

Metal atom 0.44/0.18 0.00/0.00 0.45/0.20 0.00/0.00 �0.06/0.11 1.0/0.67 �0.05/0.12 0.00/0.00
Fullerene cage �0.44/�0.18 0.00/0.00 �0.46/�0.2 0.00/0.00 0.06/�0.11 0.00/0.33 0.06/�0.13 0.00/0.00
Endohedral complex 0.00/0.00 0.00/0.00 �0.01/0.00 0.00/0.00 0.00/0.00 1.00/1.00 0.01/�0.01 0.00/0.00

Fig. 2. Isosurfaces (the isovalue is 0.03 a.u.) of: (a) HOMO and (b) LUMO in the
Cu@C60

c molecule. Blue and yellow indicate the positive and negative sign of the
wavefunction, respectively. The Zn@C60

c molecule shows practically the same
spatial representation of its HOMO and LUMO. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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These findings agree with our calculations performed at the
BPW91/DNP level of theory.

The Kohn–Sham electronic levels of the most stable M@C60

structures obtained at the BPW91/DNP level together with those
of pristine C60 are shown in Fig. 1. We can observe that there is
no hybridization between Cu and Zn atomic orbitals and the C60

cage orbitals, with the Cu 3d (Hg) and 4s (Ag) levels and Zn 4s
(Ag) level lying in the middle of the C60 HOMO–LUMO gap. The
HOMO derived from the Cu and Zn 4s (Ag) orbital has no contribu-
tion to C60, Fig. 2. On the other hand, the LUMO’s of Cu@C60 and
Zn@C60 are mainly derived from the C60 T1u orbitals. The lack of
hybridization between C60 orbitals and the endoatom orbitals has
been found in other endohedral complexes, where the most stable
structure has the guest atom situated in the center of C60 cage
[28,41,42].

We can observe that Mn, Fe, Co and Ni atoms generate a num-
ber of allowed electronic levels in the middle of the C60 HOMO–
LUMO gap, Fig. 1. Also, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni atoms cause the splitting
of the threefold degenerate LUMO of C60 into a lower non-degener-
ate level (A1) and an upper twofold degenerate level (3E), except
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Fig. 1. Kohn–Sham electronic levels of the six studied endohedral metallofullerenes and HOMO–LUMO levels of pristine C60, as predicted at the BPW91/DNP level of theory. It
should be noted that there exist differences between the up- and down-spin energies, however, these differences are not illustrated in this diagram for simplicity.



Fig. 3. Isosurfaces (the isovalue is 0.03 a.u.) of: (a) HOMO and (b) LUMO in the
Fe@C60

h molecule. Blue and yellow indicate the positive and negative sign of the
wavefunction, respectively. Mn@C60

h, Co@C60
h and Ni@C60

h molecules show similar
spatial representation of their HOMO and LUMO. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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when Ni atom is on top of a pentagonal face. In this case the LUMO
of C60 is split into an upper non-degenerate level (A1) and a lower
twofold degenerate level (3E). A similar splitting of the threefold
degenerate LUMO of C60 has been observed in the interaction of
C60 with alkali metals [43,44], and lanthanides [40,45]. The HOMO
and LUMO of Mn@C60

h, Fe@C60
h, Co@C60

h and Ni@C60
h, Fig. 3, show

a clear mixing between the T1u orbitals of the C60 and the 3d orbi-
tals of the transition metal atoms. The same can be observed for
Co@C60

p and Ni@C60
p molecules, Fig. 4. The orbital hybridization

between the guest transition metal atoms and fullerene is a com-
mon characteristic in metallofullerenes [40,46–49].
Fig. 4. Isosurfaces (the isovalue is 0.03 a.u.) of: (a) HOMO in the Co@C60
p and Ni@C60

p m
and yellow indicate the positive and negative sign of the wavefunction, respectively. (For
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Contour maps representing the electron density in a plane passing through the e
maximum value while blue stands for the minimum value. (a) Contour map for Co@C60

h

contour maps. (b) Contour map for Zn@C60
c molecule. Cu@C60

c molecule shows a similar
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
In order to get a better understanding on the relationship be-
tween geometry and electronic structure we show in Fig. 5 the
electron density in a plane containing the endoatom. For
Mn@C60, Fe@C60, Co@C60 and Ni@C60 molecules, Fig. 5(a), we can
observe a small electron accumulation between the endoatom
and C60. Therefore, the interaction of the Mn, Fe, Co and Ni endoa-
toms with C60 presents a small covalent character and, due to the
small charge transfer found (table 1), it may also present a small
ionic character. Similar behavior has been observed in the endohe-
dral metallofullerene Gd@C60 [40]. On the other hand, for Cu@C60

and Zn@C60 molecules, Fig. 5(b), there is practically no electron
accumulation between the endoatom and C60. Then, the interaction
of Cu and Zn endoatoms with C60 is not covalent. However, as no
charge transfer was found, it can not be ionic either. Similar behav-
ior has been observed in the endohedral metallofullerene Po@C60

[42].
In Table 2, we report the total energies (ET), binding energies

(Eb), energies of HOMO and LUMO, and energy gaps (Eg) of the
endohedral metallofullerenes studied and pristine C60. Eb is defined
as the absolute value of the difference between the total energy of
the molecule and the energy sum of the free atoms constituting the
molecule, which is the usual standard for estimating the thermo-
dynamic stability of a molecule [36]. Mn@C60, Cu@C60, and
Zn@C60 molecules have an Eb lower than the pristine C60, while
Fe@C60, Co@C60 and Ni@C60 molecules have an Eb slightly higher
than pristine C60, however all metallofullerenes seem to have al-
most the same stability than the pristine fullerene.

A reduction of the gap can be observed for all of the endofulle-
renes with respect to pristine C60, due to the electronic levels intro-
duced by the metal atoms. In the case of Mn@C60 and Co@C60

h, the
olecules; and (b, c) LUMO in the Co@C60
p and Ni@C60

p molecules, respectively. Blue
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred

ndoatom. The colors represent the value of the electron density: red stands for the
molecule. Mn@C60

h, Fe@C60
h, Co@C60

p, Ni@C60
h and Ni@C60

h molecules show similar
contour map. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the



Table 2
Total energies (ET), binding energies (Eb), and HOMO–LUMO gaps (Eg), in eV, of the six endohedral metallofullerenes studied and pristine C60, as predicted at the BPW91/DNP level
of theory

Fullerene Total energy (ET) Binding energy (Eb) HOMO LUMO Energy gap (Eg)

Calc. Exp.

Mn@C60
h �93,548.218 441.274 �4.366 �4.228 0.138 –

Fe@C60
h �96,616.497 442.922 �5.062 �4.217 0.845 –

Co@C60
h �99,856.806 443.346 �4.382 �4.223 0.159 –

Co@C60
p �99,856.554 443.093 �4.844 �4.178 0.666 –

Ni@C60
h �103,274.007 443.624 �4.992 �4.207 0.785 –

Ni@C60
p �103,274.133 443.749 �5.249 �4.171 1.078 –

Cu@C60
c �106,871.802 441.274 �4.790 �4.202 0.588 –

Zn@C60
c �10,651.437 441.119 �5.795 �4.201 1.594 –

C60 �62,225.413 441.564 �5.853 �4.179 1.674 1.65a

a From Ref. [50].
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reduction of the gap is surprisingly large, while in the case of
Zn@C60 the reduction of the gap is minimal. For Fe@C60, Ni@C60

and Cu@C60 molecules, the gap is also notably reduced. These re-
sults indicate an increase in the chemical reactivity of the fullerene
by endohedral doping with late 3d transition metals.

4. Summary

We have studied the structural and electronic properties of late
3d transition metal atoms endohedrally doping C60 using the den-
sity functional BPW91 with the DNP basis set. We found that the
most stable structure of Mn@C60 and Fe@C60 has the endoatom
on top of a hexagonal face, whereas Cu and Zn atoms are situated
in the center of C60 cage. On the other hand, Co@C60 and Ni@C60

show two stable structures: one with the metal atom on top of a
hexagonal face and the other with the metal atom on top of a pen-
tagonal face.

Mulliken and Hirshfeld population analysis show a near-zero
oxidation state for all of the transition metal atoms used to dope
C60. The molecules Mn@C60, Fe@C60, Co@C60 and Cu@C60 present
unpaired spins and therefore they should present a paramagnetic
behavior.

The HOMO and LUMO of Cu@C60 and Zn@C60 indicate that there
is no hybridization between the C60 orbitals and the endoatom
orbitals, while the HOMO and LUMO of Mn@C60, Fe@C60, Co@C60

and Ni@C60 indicate that there exists hybridization between the
C60 orbitals and the endoatom orbitals. Also, in these last four
endohedral metallofullerenes a split of the threefold degenerate
LUMO of C60 is observed. The HOMO–LUMO gaps indicate an in-
crease in the chemical reactivity of the endohedral complexes with
respect to the pristine fullerene.
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